
 

Batches of shoebox-sized satellites could
improve estimates of Earth's reflected energy

July 12 2016, by Jennifer Chu

  
 

  

Clusters of four or more small satellites could look at a single location on Earth
from multiple angles, and measure that location’s total reflectance with an error
that is half that of single satellites in operation today, an MIT-led study suggests.
Credit: MIT News

A team of small, shoebox-sized satellites, flying in formation around the
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Earth, could estimate the planet's reflected energy with twice the
accuracy of traditional monolith satellites, according to an MIT-led study
published online in Acta Astronautica. If done right, such satellite
swarms could also be cheaper to build, launch, and maintain.

The researchers, led by Sreeja Nag, a former graduate student in MIT's
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AeroAstro), simulated the
performance of a single large, orbiting satellite with nine sensors,
compared with a cluster of three to eight small, single-sensor satellites
flying together around the Earth. In particular, the team looked at how
each satellite formation measures albedo, or the amount of light
reflected from the Earth—an indication of how much heat the planet
reflects.

The team found that clusters of four or more small satellites were able to
look at a single location on Earth from multiple angles, and measure that
location's total reflectance with an error that is half that of single
satellites in operation today. Nag says such a correction in estimation
error could significantly improve scientists' climate projections.

"Total outgoing radiation is actually one of the biggest uncertainties in
climate change, because it is a complex function of where on Earth you
are, what season it is, what time of day it is, and it's very difficult to
ascertain how much heat leaves the Earth," Nag says. "If we can estimate
the reflectance of different surface types, globally, frequently, and more
accurately, which a cluster of satellites would let you do, then at least
you've solved one part of the climate puzzle."

Nag, who is now a research engineer at the Bay Area Environmental
Research Institute, NASA Ames Research Center, and NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, has co-authored the paper with Oli de Weck, an
AeroAstro professor at MIT; Charles Gatebe of NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center; and David Miller, NASA Chief Technologist and the
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Jerome C. Hunsaker Professor in AeroAstro.

A 3-D view

Nag says that to accurately estimate the reflectance of any ground spot
on Earth requires measurements taken of that spot from multiple angles
at the same time.

"The Earth does not reflect equally in all directions," Nag says. "If you
don't get these multiple angles, you might under- or overestimate how
much it's reflecting, if you have to extrapolate from just one direction."

Today, satellites that measure the Earth's albedo typically do so with
multiple cameras, arranged on a single satellite. For example, NASA's
Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) instrument on the Terra
satellite houses nine cameras that take images of the Earth from a fan-
like arrangement of angles. Nag says the drawback of this design is that
the cameras have a limited view, as they are not designed to change
angles and can only observe within a single plane.
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Credit: Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Instead, the team proposes a cluster of small satellites that travel around
the Earth in a loose formation, close enough to each other to be able to
image the same spot on the ground from their various vantage points.
Each satellite can move within the formation, taking pictures of the same
spot at the same time from different angles.

"Over time, the cluster would cover the whole Earth, and you'd have a
multiangular, 3-D view of the entire planet from space, which has not
been done before with multiple satellites," Nag says. "Moreover, we can
use multiple clusters for more frequent coverage of the Earth."

Estimating error

Nag and her colleagues simulated formations of three to eight small,
orbiting satellites, and developed an algorithm to direct each satellite to
point to the same ground spot simultaneously, regardless of its position
in space. They programmed each formation to measure a theoretical
quantity known as bidirectional reflectance distribution function, or
BRDF, that is used to calculate albedo and total outgoing radiation,
based on the angles at which measurements are taken and the angle of
the sun's incoming rays.

For each formation, Nag calculated the satellites' error in measuring
BRDF and compared these errors with those of the MISR instrument on
the Terra satellite. She validated all errors against data from the NASA
Goddard's Cloud Absorption Radiometer, an airborne instrument that
obtains tens of thousands of angular measurements of a ground spot. She
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found that every formation with seven or more single-sensor satellites
performed better than the nine-sensor monolith satellite, with lower
estimation errors. The best three-satellite clusters generated half the
error of MISR's estimates of albedo. The accuracy of overall estimates
improved with the number of satellites in the cluster.

"We found that even if you can't maintain your satellites perfectly, the
worst-case error is less than what the single satellite is able to do," Nag
says. "For the best-case scenario, if you are more than halving the error
that you currently get, you're halving the amount of error you would get
in reflected heat leaving the Earth. That's really important for climate
change."

"This work is significant not only for demonstrating the capability for
instantaneous multiangular BRDF measurements from space for
different land surface types and biomes, but also for establishing a strong
methodological bridge between the systems engineering of future small 
satellite clusters and high fidelity Earth science simulations," de Weck
says. "Our team fully expects that a demonstration mission of this type
could be flown within the next decade."

While multisatellite formation flights have been deemed expensive
endeavors, Nag says this assumption mostly pertains to satellites that
need to maintain very strict formations, with centimeter-level
accuracy—a precision that requires expensive control systems. The
satellites she proposes would not have to keep to any single formation as
long as they all point to the same location.

There's another big advantage to monitoring the Earth with small
satellites: less risk.

"You can launch three of these guys and start operating, and then put
three more up in space later—your performance would improve with
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more satellites," Nag says. "If you lose one or two satellites, you don't
lose the whole measurement system—you have graceful degradation. If
you lose the monolith, you lose everything."

  More information: Sreeja Nag et al. Effect of satellite formations and
imaging modes on global albedo estimation, Acta Astronautica (2016). 
DOI: 10.1016/j.actaastro.2016.04.004

This story is republished courtesy of MIT News
(web.mit.edu/newsoffice/), a popular site that covers news about MIT
research, innovation and teaching.
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